Abstract: Land-use allocation is of great significance in urban development. This type of allocation is usually considered to be a complex multi-objective spatial optimization problem, whose optimized result is a set of Pareto-optimal solutions (Pareto front) reflecting different tradeoffs in several objectives. However, obtaining a Pareto front is a challenging task, and the Pareto front obtained by state-of-the-art algorithms is still not sufficient. To achieve better Pareto solutions, taking the grid-representative land-use allocation problem with two objectives as an example, an artificial bee colony optimization algorithm for multi-objective land-use allocation (ABC-MOLA) is proposed. In this algorithm, the traditional ABC's search direction guiding scheme and solution maintaining process are modified. In addition, a knowledge-informed neighborhood search strategy, which utilizes the auxiliary knowledge of natural geography and spatial structures to facilitate the neighborhood spatial search around each solution, is developed to further improve the Pareto front's quality. A series of comparison experiments (a simulated experiment with small data volume and a real-world data experiment for a large area) shows that all the Pareto fronts obtained by ABC-MOLA totally dominate the Pareto fronts by other algorithms, which demonstrates ABC-MOLA's effectiveness in achieving Pareto fronts of high quality.
Introduction
Land-use allocation is a complex multi-objective optimal problem (MOOP) in which certain land-use types are allocated to proper units by considering multiple objectives [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . When modeling and solving such problems, the goal is to find a set of optimal solutions that are essentially non-inferior [9] rather than a single best solution [10, 11] . Therefore, multi-objective land-use allocation (MOLA) is a difficult problem to solve.
The approaches to MOLA can be divided into two categories: scalarization and Pareto [3, 5] . The goal of scalarization, the oldest and most direct approach [3] , is to transform a multi-objective problem into a single-objective problem using a priori knowledge and then solve the simpler single-objective problem [12] . The commonly-used transformation methods include weighted sum [13] , goal programming [14] and ε-constraint [15] . In general, these types of methods are not able to evaluate the contributions of all the objectives to a solution and may fail to find important solutions if the transformation parameters are not properly designed [16] . In order to get a set of optimal optimal solutions, multiple executions of single-objective optimization are conducted by using different sets of transformation parameters such as weights. For example, Huang et al. [17] proposed a novel approach that adaptively alters the objective weights according to the largest unexplored feasible region to produce a set of solutions. However, because multiple single-objective optimizations have to be repeatedly carried out, the whole procedure could be computationally expensive.
The Pareto approach originated from the concept of Pareto optimality (Pareto, 1965 , originally published in 1896). A solution is Pareto optimal when no other solution is as good or better with respect to all objective functions and when it is also strictly better in at least one objective function than any other solution [18] . A Pareto-optimal solution set or Pareto front (shown in Figure 1 ) can be obtained by using the Pareto approach integrated with heuristic algorithms [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , which involves constructing new solutions iteratively and preserving Pareto-optimal solutions selectively. The solutions on the Pareto front reflect different tradeoffs among the multiple objectives [5] . Because the Pareto approach has the advantage that an entire Pareto front can be achieved by only one computation, it can better meet the requirements of multi-objective optimal decision-making. Recently, studies on MOLA have applied some Pareto-based heuristic algorithms, including evolutionary algorithms [7, 18, 26, 27] , simulated annealing (SA) [3] and the artificial immune system (AIS) [28] . Duh and Brown [3] developed a knowledge-informed Pareto simulated annealing approach (PSA) to solve the MOLA problem. Based on an initial solution set that includes the best solution of each single objective function and some random feasible solutions, PSA can obtain a Pareto front by iteratively executing the following steps: (1) new solution construction, (2) dominance assessments, (3) Pareto solution set updating, (4) objective-weight calculations and (5) new solution acceptance judgments. Meanwhile, PSA defined two knowledge-informed rules-the compactness rule and the suitability rule-to monitor the construction of new solutions. However, these rules were used only on the solutions with the largest weight values in any objective direction, which resulted in limited improvement of the qualities of all new solutions.
Huang et al. [28] proposed an improved artificial immune system method for multi-objective land-use allocation (AIS-MOLA). Initially, based on each random solution, the mutation strategy of random exchange and the selection strategy of compromise programming [29] were used to generate and preserve new solutions. After cloning some non-dominated solutions, new solutions were constructed using the crossover strategy. By such iterative calculations, the Pareto front can be obtained. Experiments revealed that AIS-MOLA achieved better results in both simulated and practical land-use allocation than PSA [3] . However, because only completely random strategies were used in the phase of new solution construction and no auxiliary knowledge was imported to aid in navigating the spatial search to areas where global optima were located, we believe that there Recently, studies on MOLA have applied some Pareto-based heuristic algorithms, including evolutionary algorithms [7, 18, 26, 27] , simulated annealing (SA) [3] and the artificial immune system (AIS) [28] . Duh and Brown [3] developed a knowledge-informed Pareto simulated annealing approach (PSA) to solve the MOLA problem. Based on an initial solution set that includes the best solution of each single objective function and some random feasible solutions, PSA can obtain a Pareto front by iteratively executing the following steps: (1) new solution construction, (2) dominance assessments, (3) Pareto solution set updating, (4) objective-weight calculations and (5) new solution acceptance judgments. Meanwhile, PSA defined two knowledge-informed rules-the compactness rule and the suitability rule-to monitor the construction of new solutions. However, these rules were used only on the solutions with the largest weight values in any objective direction, which resulted in limited improvement of the qualities of all new solutions.
Huang et al. [28] proposed an improved artificial immune system method for multi-objective land-use allocation (AIS-MOLA). Initially, based on each random solution, the mutation strategy of random exchange and the selection strategy of compromise programming [29] were used to generate and preserve new solutions. After cloning some non-dominated solutions, new solutions were constructed using the crossover strategy. By such iterative calculations, the Pareto front can be obtained. Experiments revealed that AIS-MOLA achieved better results in both simulated and practical land-use allocation than PSA [3] . However, because only completely random strategies were used in the phase of new solution construction and no auxiliary knowledge was imported to aid in navigating the spatial search to areas where global optima were located, we believe that there is still considerable room for improvement in the quality of the Pareto front for multi-objective land-use allocation.
Generally speaking, there is still room for improvement in the quality of the Pareto front obtained for multi-objective land-use allocation. The main reasons for this can be understood from the following two perspectives. First, the adopted heuristic algorithms have specific limitations in terms of optimization. The genetic algorithm (GA) generates new solutions (offspring) using crossover and mutation manipulations based on the parents' solutions with good functional fitness, which can reduce the genetic diversity of the population to a certain extent. Thus, GA is usually deficient because of premature convergence, a phenomenon in which the algorithm falls into local optimal solutions and cannot escape them [30] . The local search algorithm, for example, SA, generates new solutions by searching the adjacent space of a single solution; thus, the quality of these solutions is strongly dependent on the initial solutions and their neighborhood structures. Consequently, SA can also easily fall into locally optimal solutions. Moreover, the AI algorithm in [28] also used the strategy of constructing new solutions from good solutions by crossover manipulation, thus introducing a defect similar to that of GA. Second, the currently-used strategies for generating new solutions lack effective inspiration by auxiliary knowledge. Effective utilization of auxiliary knowledge of natural geography or spatial structure can significantly improve the effectiveness and efficiency of spatial optimization because such knowledge is useful in reducing the scale of the search space and preventing unproductive searches [3] . However, from the works mentioned above, it is clear that most of the solution's neighborhood searches in a population adopted completely random strategies to construct new solutions, and auxiliary knowledge was rarely used.
Considering the above two problems, some improvements can be made from the following two aspects. To solve the first problem, we can introduce the artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm, which is an efficient optimization algorithm that, in most cases, performs better than algorithms such as GA, AIS and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [31, 32] . Moreover, it has been successfully used to tackle the problem of single-objective land-use allocation (SOLA) to obtain one optimal solution [33] . For the second problem, introducing a multi-objective spatial search strategy informed by auxiliary knowledge could guide the generation of all new solutions. For example, if a type i land-use needs to be allocated in a multi-objective maximization problem, auxiliary knowledge such as the neighborhood information could be used to select spatial units with increased functional values after compromising multiple objectives when the units are assigned type i. These selected units could be treated as a new size-reduced feasible solution space, which would be helpful for efficiently constructing new solutions and improving their qualities. Therefore, to combine these two improvements and obtain better Pareto solutions of land-use allocation, this paper utilizes the ABC to solve this multi-objective spatial optimization problem and auxiliary spatial knowledge to improve ABC's spatial search ability.
The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 theoretically and briefly introduces the Pareto optimization concept, the land-use allocation model and the ABC algorithm. Section 3 expounds on the proposed method, ABC-MOLA, in detail. Section 4 describes both simulated and practical experiments conducted to validate the optimization ability of ABC-MOLA. Finally, a substantial discussion and the conclusion are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
Theory

Pareto Optimization
A maximum unconstrained multi-objective optimization problem can be defined as follows.
ISPRS Int. J. Geo-Inf. 2018, 7, 63 4 of 25 where x and f (x) are a solution and its objective function, respectively; M and D are the numbers of objective functions and decision variables, respectively; and S is a D-dimensional feasible-solution decision space. Formula (1) represents a set of objective functions that map the decision space to an objective space. Based on this definition of the optimization problem, some definitions concerning Pareto optimization are given below and depicted in Figure 1 , in which dots of the same color have the same dominance. The red dots are the Pareto solutions on the Pareto front that dominate the blue and green dots, while the blue dots dominate the green dots. 
Definition 3.
(Pareto-optimal solution set, or Pareto front). The set of all Pareto-optimal solutions PS = {x * |¬∃x ∈ Ω : x x * } is called the Pareto-optimal solution set. The region formed by all the objective-function values of Pareto-optimal solutions PF = {F(x * )|x * ∈ PS} is called the Pareto front.
Land-Use Allocation Model
Land-use allocation usually includes K land-use types in a two-dimensional study area of R rows and C columns. Each cell (i, j) of these data will be assigned a land-use type. This paper considers two commonly-used objectives: spatial suitability and compactness; thus, the multi-objective optimization problem can be modeled as follows. 
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In this model, the objective values of the two functions should be normalized to the range [0, 1] using a linear method. Formula (3) aims to maximize the linearly-normalized value of spatial suitability, Suit total (Formula (5)), which is the sum of all cells' suitability values after being allocated certain types. Suit ijk is the suitability of cell (i, j) being assigned to land-use type k, and x ijk is a binary variable. When x ijk = 1, a land-use of type k is allocated to cell (i, j); otherwise, x ijk = 0. Suit max and Suit min are the maximum and minimum suitability values of the whole region, respectively, as shown in Formulas (6) and (7) .
Meanwhile, Formula (4) is the objective function for maximizing spatial compactness, and it equals the linearly-normalized value of the compactness of the spatial pattern of the entire region after land-use allocation. For a constant area, a shorter perimeter implies greater compactness; therefore, the sum of the polygons' perimeters in the research region, Com total (Formula (8)), can be used to represent land-use compactness. Com ijk (Formula (9)) is the perimeter of the polygon in which cell (i, j) is assigned to type k. The ideal land-use compactness (i.e., the maximum value of Com max ) can be defined as shown in Formula (10) because, when a polygon is more like a circle, its perimeter is smaller; thus, its compactness is greater. In contrast, when each cell's type is different from those of its four neighboring cells, the region has the lowest possible compactness, Com min , as shown in Formula (11). In addition, Formulas (12) and (13) are regular restrictions in the land-use allocation problem: (12) restricts the areas of each land-use type, and (13) requires that each cell be assigned only one type.
Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
The ABC algorithm is a kind of swarm intelligent optimization method that was proposed by Karaboga [34] . Usually, it involves four objects: food sources, employed bees, onlooker bees and scout bees [34] . A food source corresponds to a feasible solution, and the three types of bees are used to search for new solutions around food sources.
ABC was originally designed to solve a single-objective optimization problem (SOOP). However, as ABC has developed, several multi-objective variants such as vector evaluated ABC [35] and Pareto-based ABC [36] [37] [38] [39] have been proposed. Vector evaluated ABC [35] lets different bee swarms optimize each objective concurrently and selects the solutions with the highest fitness in each swarm as forage bees to generate new solutions. In contrast, similar to ABC for single-objective problems, Pareto-based ABC uses only one bee swarm to optimize a MOOP. However, there are three important differences between these SOOPs and MOOPs.
First, the factor that guides onlooker bees' search directions in solution space is different. In a SOOP, it is the qualities of the solutions as represented by objective values that influence the onlooker bees' search behaviors. A high-quality solution (better objective value) will attract more onlooker bees to forage around it. However, in a MOOP, the solutions' objective values can no longer be directly used to guide bees' spatial searches because it is difficult to determine that a non-dominated solution is preferable to other non-dominated solutions for the bees simply by their objective values. To avoid this limitation, Li et al. [36] chose a random non-dominated solution among several randomly-selected solutions as the food source for onlooker bees. Wang et al. [37] used tournament selection to choose the solutions with the best dominance rank and the largest crowding distance to attract onlooker bees. Akbari et al. [39] used the roulette wheel strategy to assign each onlooker to a solution according to the probabilities determined by the number of dominated solutions for each food source.
Second, the food source's solution updating strategy is different. In a SOOP, after each bee's neighborhood search, each food source should be updated by the solution with higher quality, and a greedy search strategy can be used. However, in a MOOP, if both the newly-generated and the original solutions are non-dominated, it is difficult to determine which one is more advantageous to retain. To solve this problem, Li et al. [36] used a random strategy to select one solution as the updated solution. Akbari et al. [39] chose to abandon the new solution when it could not dominate the original solution. Other researchers have preferred to save all the newly-generated solutions and allow them to participate in the global updating of the Pareto archive rather than locally updating each food source [37, 38] .
The third difference is in the ABC's global solution updating after each iteration. ABCs for SOOPs retain only the solution with the best objective value, while ABCs for MOOPs usually update an external archive by making Pareto dominance judgments [36] [37] [38] [39] .
Methodology
Aiming at the three differences between Pareto-ABC and traditional ABC, this paper adopts three strategies to make the Pareto-ABC suitable for MOLA: (1) a crowding distance is used as an indicator to direct the bees' searches to the sparse region of the Pareto front to increase the diversity of the results [40] ; the non-dominated solutions in a sparse region have higher probabilities of being selected as food sources by onlooker bees; (2) all newly-generated solutions in each iteration are added to the food-source set, which will be updated to realize the food source's updating by the same operations as are used in the Pareto-archive maintenance process; (3) an external solution archive is used to save the Pareto optimal solutions, which will be globally updated by the Pareto-archive maintenance process described in Section 3.3.
Moreover, a neighborhood search strategy for Pareto optimization considering auxiliary knowledge will be proposed and explicitly described in Section 3.2; this is an important improvement of this paper for the optimization effectiveness of MOLA.
Algorithmic Procedure
In this paper, a two-dimensional matrix with R rows and C columns can be used to represent a solution [33] . Figure 2 shows the main procedure for the ABC-MOLA algorithm.
First, all the parameter values are set and initial solutions are generated by randomly allocating a land-use type to each cell according to the planned area of each type. Then, in the employed and onlooker bee phases, new solutions are constructed using the mutation and crossover operations. In addition, the algorithm records the number of times that each solution is not updated. When this value exceeds a predefined threshold, the scout bees are activated to randomly generate a solution to replace the original. Next, all the solutions in the food-source set are added to the Pareto-solution set, and Pareto archive maintenance is conducted. Finally, when these iterative steps satisfy the convergence condition (or when the iteration time or computing time exceeds a predefined threshold), the algorithm stops.
Neighborhood Search Strategy
Bees' neighborhood search strategies determine the optimization efficiency of the entire algorithm. Therefore, such strategies are the key parts of this study. In the ABC-MOLA algorithm, a modified mutation operator and a crossover operator are introduced to improve its spatial search capabilities.
Mutation Strategy
A mutation strategy, which is an iterative process, is applied to a proportion of the raster cells in the study area. During each iteration, this process allows the land-use types of a solution's different raster cells to be exchanged to obtain a new solution with a knowledge-informed neighborhood search strategy. Then, the newly-generated solution must be compared with the original solution using the technique of compromising programming to perform the solution selection process.
Knowledge-Informed Neighborhood Search Strategy
This paper proposes two knowledge-informed rules, the compactness rule and the suitability rule, which correspond to the land-use allocation's two objective functions. These rules govern the generation of new solutions in each bee's neighborhood search process, so that the newly-generated solution's quality can be improved after reallocating a land-use type to a proper raster cell. The compactness rule attempts to promote the solution with the most compact pattern in each mutation step by preferentially assigning to a randomly-selected cell the same type as the cell with the highest quantity among its four neighboring cells. When the number of neighboring cells with the same land-use type as the central cell is increased by one, the compactness increment can be quantified as 2 Com max −Com min . In addition, the suitability rule encourages the promotion of a solution's suitability by making the method more inclined to allocate type k, which has the highest suitability, to a randomly selected cell (i, j). If the original type of cell (i, j) was k , the suitability increment is 
Mutation Strategy
A mutation strategy, which is an iterative process, is applied to a proportion of the raster cells in the study area. During each iteration, this process allows the land-use types of a solution's different raster cells to be exchanged to obtain a new solution with a knowledge-informed neighborhood search strategy. Then, the newly-generated solution must be compared with the original solution Moreover, because the objective increments of compactness and suitability can be easily quantified and the increment of the model's utility value, such as weighted sum of the two functions, can be efficiently calculated, when generating a new solution by pseudo-random exchange in the mutation step, this increment value is a useful piece of heuristic information. The larger the increment value, the greater the probability for assigning the type to raster cell (i, j). The knowledge-informed neighborhood search (KINS) strategy can greatly increase the efficiency and effectiveness of approximating the Pareto front.
Solution Selection Based on Compromising Programming
The newly-generated solution x j needs to be compared with the original solution x i to complete the solution-selection step. If x j is better than x i , x i will be replaced by x j , which can be notated as x i → x j ; otherwise, x j is abandoned, and x i is retained. Subsequently, the next mutation will be carried out based on the better solution.
Usually, the traditional technique of Pareto-dominance judgment can be used to evaluate the two solutions' qualities. However, if they are both non-dominated solutions, the traditional technique is no longer useful, and no helpful preference for solution selection will be given to obtain the Pareto front. Therefore, to overcome the problem, compromising programming can be introduced to evaluate two solutions during the mutation procedure.
Weighted sum, a type of compromising programming, is the most direct method to tackle a multi-objective optimization problem [13] . It converts an m-dimensional multi-objective problem into a single-objective problem by weighting each objective function by a nonnegative vector λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 , · · · λ m ). In a maximum multi-objective optimization problem, each bee searches around a food source to find a new solution with a larger value for a single objective function as shown in Formula (14) .
This technique is effective in guiding the spatial search in the direction of this weight vector, thus improving the mutation's optimization efficiency. Taking m = 2 as an example, the technique can be illustrated as follows.
For any two-dimensional weight vector λ i = (λ 1 i , λ 2 i ), the isolines of the weighted-sum function are a series of straight lines aligned perpendicularly to λ i , as shown in Figure 3 . According to (14) , solution x 2 is better than x 1 and worse than x 3 ; thus, the solution retained during the mutation manipulation will move progressively further away from the origin in the direction of λ i , until the isoline of the solution's weighted-sum function is tangent to the Pareto front (Point A in Figure 3 , which is an optimal solution of problem P(x j )). In the problem illustrated in Figure 3 , three mutation manipulations will be executed and the solution-selection process can be recorded as In this study, the weight vector of each solution is closely related to the spatial distribution of all solutions in the objective space, as shown in Figure 4 . The weight j i λ of solution x i in the direction of objective function j is defined by Formulas (15) and (16) . Note that defining the weight vector by such a method ensures that different solutions have different optimization directions (selection preferences) during the mutation operation and further ensures the diversity of the solutions in the In this study, the weight vector of each solution is closely related to the spatial distribution of all solutions in the objective space, as shown in Figure 4 . The weight λ j i of solution x i in the direction of objective function j is defined by Formulas (15) and (16) . Note that defining the weight vector by such a method ensures that different solutions have different optimization directions (selection preferences) during the mutation operation and further ensures the diversity of the solutions in the Pareto front. In this study, the weight vector of each solution is closely related to the spatial distribution of all solutions in the objective space, as shown in Figure 4 . The weight j i λ of solution x i in the direction of objective function j is defined by Formulas (15) and (16) . Note that defining the weight vector by such a method ensures that different solutions have different optimization directions (selection preferences) during the mutation operation and further ensures the diversity of the solutions in the Pareto front.
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Crossover Strategy
The crossover strategy is used after the mutation operation. It allows two solutions to exchange parts of their raster cells to form new solutions, which is helpful for increasing the diversity of this algorithm.
In this study, to promote the diversity of the Pareto-optimal solutions, we generate two new solutions using one crossover operation, and both solutions will take part in the process of Pareto-archive maintenance. The crossover operation is performed according to the following steps, which are also depicted in Figure 5 .
First, a solution that is different from the current food source is randomly selected, and these two solutions are duplicated as parent solutions ( X P and X M in Figure 5 ). 
First, a solution that is different from the current food source is randomly selected, and these two solutions are duplicated as parent solutions (X P and X M in Figure 5) .
Then, by comparing the parent solutions, a set of raster cells with different land-use types in each parent solution is randomly selected (the two parts of solutions in the two red dotted square frames in Figure 5 ). Two offspring solutions are constructed by exchanging the selected cells of the two parent solutions. Mathematically, the procedure can be represented by Formula (17):
where RM is a K × K symmetric matrix and K is the number of land-use types that need to be allocated. When
are the land-use types of the two parents' and two offspring's solutions, respectively, in cell (i, j).
Finally, after the exchange operation, the land-use types that violate the area restriction must be adjusted by random selection. The two final offspring solutions (X c1 and X c2 in Figure 5 ) can be obtained.
where RM is a K K × symmetric matrix and K is the number of land-use types that need to be allocated. When 1
is a random number in the set {0,1} ; otherwise, Finally, after the exchange operation, the land-use types that violate the area restriction must be adjusted by random selection. The two final offspring solutions ( 1 X c and 2 X c in Figure 5 ) can be obtained. 
Pareto-Archive Maintenance Strategy
Maintaining a Pareto-archive involves combining new solutions with the original Pareto-archive. After judging solution dominance according to the definition of Pareto dominance in Section 2.1, non-dominated solutions will be retained. However, in ABC-MOLA, the maximum capacity of the Pareto archive is predefined. Therefore, if the quantity of non-dominated solutions exceeds the capacity, some inferior solutions with small crowding distance [40] must be deleted. 
Maintaining a Pareto-archive involves combining new solutions with the original Pareto-archive. After judging solution dominance according to the definition of Pareto dominance in Section 2.1, non-dominated solutions will be retained. However, in ABC-MOLA, the maximum capacity of the Pareto archive is predefined. Therefore, if the quantity of non-dominated solutions exceeds the capacity, some inferior solutions with small crowding distance [40] must be deleted.
The crowding distance d x i of a solution x i is the average distance of its two neighboring solutions, which can be calculated by the following steps. First, all solutions in the Pareto-archive are sorted according to the values of a certain objective function. Then, the sum of the Euclidean distances between solution x i and its neighboring solutions x i−1 , x i+1 in all objective directions is calculated. Finally, d x i is calculated according to Formula (18) .
where M and N are the numbers of objectives and solutions, respectively, i is the sequence number of the reordered solutions and f max m and f min m represent the maximum and minimum values, respectively, of the objective function m for all solutions in the Pareto-archive.
In this study, the solution set of all food sources is also regarded as an archive with maximum capacity SN. The solution-updating strategy for this set in ABC-MOLA is the same as for the Pareto-archive.
Computational Complexity
In this paper, a solution is of R rows and C columns; the colony size is CS; the maximum iteration number is Maxiterations. The mutation proportion is ρ; the number of objectives is M; and the quantity of land-use types to be allocated is N land_type . The ABC-MOLA algorithm's computational time complexity can be analyzed as follows.
The main parts of the improved neighborhood search strategy's computational complexity are listed in Table 1 , which shows that the overall complexity of neighborhood search is O(R 2 × C 2 × ρ). This neighborhood search complexity is governed by the solution updating procedure of mutation. Table 1 . Computational complexity of the improved neighborhood search strategy.
Main Steps Computational Complexity
Mutation: (1) Calculating each land-use unit's weighted sum of M functions' increments if a land-use type is allocated Table 2 shows the main procedures involved in the ABC-MOLA algorithm's computational complexity. It shows that the overall complexity of ABC-MOLA is O(R 2 × C 2 × ρ × CS × Maxiterations), which is governed by the neighborhood search procedure. Table 2 . Computational complexity of ABC-MOLA.
Main Steps
Computational Complexity
Experiments
Two types of experiments were designed for this study. One type of experiment uses simulated data to compare ABC-MOLA with other state-of-the-art algorithms and to validate its effectiveness. Another type of experiment uses real-world data from Jixian county to demonstrate the algorithm's applicability for practical land-use planning.
The algorithm is coded by Visual C# language. All experiments are carried out on a personal computer (Apple, California, USA) with an Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4558U 2.8-GHz CPU, 4.00 GB RAM and the Windows 7 operation system.
Validation with Simulated Data
Simulated Data and Parameter Settings
The simulated data used in this paper come from [28] , which requires equal allocation of four land-use types within a region with a size of 36 × 36 raster cells to maximize spatial compactness and suitability. The area of each land-use type Area k (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) occupies 324 raster cells. To reduce the effect of spatial autocorrelation, the suitability of each cell in this region is randomly set to a real number within the range [0, 1], as shown in Figure 6 . Here, the maximum and minimum suitability values respectively are Suit max = 1040.034 and Suit min = 260.8292. The maximum and minimum compactness, which are inversely proportional to polygons' perimeters as explained in Section 2.2, respectively are Com max = 127.6168 and Com min = 5184. Besides, because the factor of spatial autocorrelation can be ignored, the Pareto front should be a curve from point (1,0) to point (0,1) [28] . For the sake of a fair comparison, the value of the mutation proportion is set to the same value as in [28] ,
Validation with Simulated Data
According to [32] , 2
CS D Limit × =
, where D is the problem dimension. In this study, 2 D = ; thus, Limit CS
=
. The other two parameters are respectively set as 30 CS = and 100 s Maxiterations = . The effects of these two parameters on the experiment results will be further discussed in Section 5.1. The parameter settings for the ABC-MOLA algorithm are listed in Table 3 . For the sake of a fair comparison, the value of the mutation proportion is set to the same value as in [28] , ρ = 30%. According to [32] , Limit = CS×D 2 , where D is the problem dimension. In this study, D = 2; thus, Limit = CS. The other two parameters are respectively set as CS = 30 and Maxiterations = 100 s. The effects of these two parameters on the experiment results will be further discussed in Section 5.1. The parameter settings for the ABC-MOLA algorithm are listed in Table 3 . Based on the parameter settings listed in Section 4.1.1, ABC-MOLA is run 40 times to obtain 40 Pareto fronts. To show the algorithm's effectiveness, a Pareto front is randomly selected, depicted and compared with the results of AIS-MOLA [28] and PSA-MOLA [3] in Figure 7 . In addition, to demonstrate ABC-MOLA's stability, the solutions with the minimum or maximum compactness and compactness nearest to 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 are labeled as A, B, C, D and E as depicted in Figure 7 and listed in Table 4 .
Experiment Results
Based on the parameter settings listed in Section 4.1.1, ABC-MOLA is run 40 times to obtain 40 Pareto fronts. To show the algorithm's effectiveness, a Pareto front is randomly selected, depicted and compared with the results of AIS-MOLA [28] and PSA-MOLA [3] in Figure 7 . In addition, to demonstrate ABC-MOLA's stability, the solutions with the minimum or maximum compactness and compactness nearest to 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 are labeled as A, B, C, D and E as depicted in Figure 7 and listed in Table 4 . As Figure 7 shows, ABC-MOLA's Pareto front totally dominates the Pareto fronts of AIS-MOLA and PSA-MOLA. This means that the optimal solutions obtained by ABC-MOLA are closer to the real Pareto front, which should be a curve from point (1,0) to point (0,1) [28] . This is mainly because the improved mutation and crossover strategies can effectively enhance the performance of the algorithm while seeking for optimal solutions, which will be discussed in Section 5.2. Moreover, the five sets of 40 optimal solutions' distributions in objective space are very compact, as shown by the small standard deviation value in Table 4 . This value is sufficient to demonstrate the stability of the algorithm in acquiring Pareto fronts.
Suitability
Moreover, five sets of solutions' spatial patterns, whose positions in ABC-MOLA's Pareto fronts are close to the five labeled points in Figure 7 , are shown in Figure 8 . In each set, there are three randomly-selected solutions' spatial patterns are depicted. The solutions near the point A have the largest value of compactness; thus, the land-use with the same type clusters together to show the best aggregation. Contrarily, the solutions near the point E have the largest value of suitability, but smallest value of compactness; thus, the distributions of land-use types are discrete. Meanwhile, because the spatial autocorrelation factor of this simulated data can be ignored, the spatial patterns of solutions in the same set are different.
Besides, ABC-MOLA requires only 100 s to find this Pareto front, far less than the 164 s of computing time required by AIS-MOLA or the 3958 s required by PSA-MOLA [28] , showing that the optimization efficiency of ABC-MOLA is greatly improved. Note that because a different computing environment was used in [28] , it may be premature to conclude that ABC-MOLA's efficiency is better than AIS-MOLA's, but it is certain that its high calculation efficiency has proven its capacity to solve land-use allocation problems over large areas.
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Experiment Data
In this article, we choose Jixian county, which is located in the north of Tianjin, China, as a real-world example to execute the multiple objective land-use optimization for its high urbanization rate and long-term development demand. The land-use map has a ground resolution of 150 × 150 m in 2010 (shown in Figure 9 ), which can be obtained by resampling and classification of Landsat 8 satellite images. It mainly contains five land-use types, built-up land, farm land, forest land, unused land and wetland. Meanwhile, according to local experts' knowledge [33] , the land-use suitability of farm land, forest land and built-up land can be generated, which are shown in Figure 10 .
Assuming that the wetland area remains the same, based on the general land-use plan, the areas of allocable built-up land (Area 1 ), farm land (Area 2 ), forest land (Area 3 ) and unused land (Area 4 farm land, forest land and built-up land can be generated, which are shown in Figure 10 .
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Experiment Results
The parameter settings of CS, Limit and ρ are the same as those used in Section 4.1, and the convergence condition is set to Maxiterations = 6000 s. After eight runs of ABC-MOLA, eight sets of Pareto fronts are obtained.
Six solutions in each Pareto front with the minimum or maximum compactness, or compactness nearest to 0.88, 0.90, 0.92 and 0.94, were extracted and are depicted by different colors in Figure 11 , while their average values and standard deviations are listed in Table 5 . The figure and the statistics in the table clearly show that the solutions in each set are distributed in a relatively compact way with small standard deviations. Together, these effectively illustrate ABC-MOLA's stability when solving real-world land-use allocation problems.
Six solutions in each Pareto front with the minimum or maximum compactness, or compactness nearest to 0.88, 0.90, 0.92 and 0.94, were extracted and are depicted by different colors in Figure 11 , while their average values and standard deviations are listed in Table 5 . The figure and the statistics in the table clearly show that the solutions in each set are distributed in a relatively compact way with small standard deviations. Together, these effectively illustrate ABC-MOLA's stability when solving real-world land-use allocation problems. Two randomly-selected Pareto fronts of ABC-MOLA and AIS-MOLA [28] are compared in Figure 12 . The one result with the best objective function value after ten times of calculation of the ABC algorithm for single objective land-use allocation, ABC-SOLA [33] , which considers the same two objective functions as in this article, compactness and suitability, is also presented in Figure 12 . As shown, all the solutions obtained by ABC-MOLA totally dominate those found by AIS-MOLA, indicating that the Pareto front obtained by ABC-MOLA is of better quality than that obtained by AIS-MOLA. The result of ABC-SOLA is just one solution of relative low quality near the Pareto front of ABC-MOLA. Moreover, because the land-use suitability in the real world has a higher spatial autocorrelation than the simulated data shown in Figure 12 , the Pareto front is distributed over a relatively narrow range in objective space. Two randomly-selected Pareto fronts of ABC-MOLA and AIS-MOLA [28] are compared in Figure 12 . The one result with the best objective function value after ten times of calculation of the ABC algorithm for single objective land-use allocation, ABC-SOLA [33] , which considers the same two objective functions as in this article, compactness and suitability, is also presented in Figure 12 . As shown, all the solutions obtained by ABC-MOLA totally dominate those found by AIS-MOLA, indicating that the Pareto front obtained by ABC-MOLA is of better quality than that obtained by AIS-MOLA. The result of ABC-SOLA is just one solution of relative low quality near the Pareto front of ABC-MOLA. Moreover, because the land-use suitability in the real world has a higher spatial autocorrelation than the simulated data shown in Figure 12 , the Pareto front is distributed over a relatively narrow range in objective space. The corresponding spatial patterns of the four labeled solutions in the ABC-MOLA Pareto front and one solution of ABC-SOLA are shown in Figure 13 . The five solutions' land-use conversion from 2010-2020 are shown in Figure 14 . From Figure 13 , we can see that Solution A has the greatest spatial compactness, and thus, many aggregated patches emerged in its spatial-pattern map. In contrast, Solution D owns the highest land-use suitability and the lowest compactness; thus, its land-use allocation spatial pattern is the most discrete. Compared to Solution A, Solution B has a more obvious increase in suitability, while suffering only a slight decrease in spatial compactness. Moreover, compared to Solution D, Solution C has higher spatial compactness, but suffers from only a small reduction in suitability. Therefore, in practice, Solutions B and C are preferable for selection as a final urban-planning solution compared to Solutions A and D. This analysis highlights the significance of multi-objective optimization. When dealing with a multi-objective problem, simply converting it into a single-objective problem makes it difficult for decision-makers to observe the large potential losses in objectives resulting from seeking a tiny improvement in one objective. However, using ABC-MOLA can be of great help in allowing decision-makers to analyze the complex tradeoffs among different optimization objectives, and it can provide better-quality solutions for making a final decision.
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From Figure 14 , several major changes can be observed in all solutions: (1) a large amount of cells donated as farmland in central county are changed into built-up land to satisfy its demand of urbanization; (2) in the northern mountains and southern Jixian, some originally scattered built-up land is respectively transformed into forest and farmland to achieve better compactness; (3) considering the influence of both compactness and suitability, massive unutilized lands in the northern county are converted to forest land, and farmland in the central and southern area are changed into forest land. Besides, it is worth noting that in Solution A, it is compactness, rather than suitability, that is especially considered, so there are a few farmlands are converted to unused land to obtain the largest spatial aggregation, which is not reasonable in practice. Therefore, Solution A should not be a good choice for final decision-making.
Discussion
Sensitivity Analyses
Colony size CS and iteration number Maxiterations are two important parameters of ABC-MOLA that directly influence the quality of the Pareto front. In this section, we analyze ABC-MOLA's sensitivity to these two parameters and demonstrate its stability while optimizing land-use allocation.
Impact of Iteration Number
A proper number of iteration helps ensure that an optimal solution can be obtained in a reasonable time. Too much iteration prolongs the computation time, while too little prevents a set of optimal solutions from being achieved. To investigate this impact, the spatial distribution of non-dominant solutions in objective space with different numbers of iterations can be recorded with the simulated data under the condition of CS = 30.
From the results shown in Figure 15 , it is evident that at the beginning of the algorithm, non-dominated solutions move quickly towards ideal solutions. By 50 iterations, the curve of the Pareto front is preliminarily formed. By approximately 100 iterations (approximately 25 s of execution time), the shape of the Pareto front tends to be stable. As the calculation continues, the number of non-dominated solutions in the Pareto-optimal solution set increases, and the newly-added solutions simply fine-tune and increase the density of the Pareto front. Therefore, we can conclude that setting the parameter Maxiterations to a large value (for example, in the experiment, the iteration time is longer than 25 s or, equivalently, extending the number of iterations past 100) has little impact on the formation of the Pareto front. 
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Impact of Colony Size
Colony size determines the quantity of solutions in each iteration. Within a certain iteration time, different Pareto fronts of different qualities can be obtained using different colony sizes. To assess this impact, six sets of calculations with different colony population sizes (CS = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60) were conducted with simulated data by fixing Maxiterations = 100 s. Each set is calculated ten times.
The results (Figure 16 ) indicate that the non-dominated solutions obtained by ABC-MOLA are limited in quantity and cannot form a continuous Pareto-front curve when CS is too small (for example, when CS = 10, 20 in this experiment). However, as the size of the colony population CS increases, the number of Pareto-optimal solutions obtained in a certain time rises dramatically, and the curves of the Pareto front, which maintain very similar spatial distributions in objective space, tend to be continuous and smooth. Therefore, the value of CS has a small impact on the formation of the Pareto front when its value is relatively large (for example, when CS ≥ 30 in this experiment).
The results (Figure 16 ) indicate that the non-dominated solutions obtained by ABC-MOLA are limited in quantity and cannot form a continuous Pareto-front curve when CS is too small (for example, when 10, 20 CS = in this experiment). However, as the size of the colony population CS increases, the number of Pareto-optimal solutions obtained in a certain time rises dramatically, and the curves of the Pareto front, which maintain very similar spatial distributions in objective space, tend to be continuous and smooth. Therefore, the value of CS has a small impact on the formation of the Pareto front when its value is relatively large (for example, when 30 CS ≥ in this experiment). 
Effectiveness of the Improvements
Performance of Improved Search Strategies
To implement the analysis of neighborhood search strategies, three combinations of neighborhood search strategies were tested: (1) the crossover operator only; (2) the mutation operator only; and (3) a combination of both crossover and mutation operators. The experimental results are shown in Figure 17 . The results reveal that after 100 iterations, when only the crossover operator is applied, a continuous and dense Pareto front can still be formed (the green triangle solutions), but with small coverage. In contrast, when only the mutation operator is used, the obtained Pareto front (the blue rectangle solutions) includes some high-quality solutions around its two end vertices, but few in between, indicating poor diversity and uniformity in the spatial distribution. However, when both the crossover and mutation operators are combined, a continuous Pareto-front curve (the red dot solutions) with a uniform distribution and wide coverage is formed in the objective space.
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Performance of the ABC Algorithms
The proposed neighborhood search strategies (described in Section 3.2) can be used not only by ABC, but also by many other heuristic algorithms. Here, the artificial immune system (AIS) is coupled with the improved search strategies and compared with the ABC-MOLA algorithm proposed in this paper. 
The proposed neighborhood search strategies (described in Section 3.2) can be used not only by ABC, but also by many other heuristic algorithms. Here, the artificial immune system (AIS) is coupled with the improved search strategies and compared with the ABC-MOLA algorithm proposed in this paper.
The result (Figure 19) shows that AIS achieves relatively good optimal results while using these search strategies; even better than the AIS-MOLA algorithm proposed by Huang et al. (2013) . This effectively validates the portability of these strategies. However, even though the Pareto fronts obtained by AIS are very similar to ABC, they are still inferior to those obtained by ABC, regardless of the uniform distribution of the solutions or the smoothness of the Pareto front curves. 
Potential Use of the Approach
The Pareto front solutions obtained by the proposed approach can be helpful for real regional planning. They can provide a set of optimal solutions for decision-makers, who can choose one solution as the final decision according to their real demands and planning preference. Furthermore, according to the Pareto front solutions' distribution in objective space, decision-makers can quantitatively analyze one objective function's reduction while improving the other objective functions, which could be a useful evaluation basis for final decision-making. 
The Pareto front solutions obtained by the proposed approach can be helpful for real regional planning. They can provide a set of optimal solutions for decision-makers, who can choose one solution as the final decision according to their real demands and planning preference. Furthermore, according to the Pareto front solutions' distribution in objective space, decision-makers can quantitatively analyze one objective function's reduction while improving the other objective functions, which could be a useful evaluation basis for final decision-making.
Besides, there are two potential uses for the approach presented in this paper. First, from the algorithmic point view, the proposed approach could theoretically be extended to handle problems with three or more objectives. From this perspective, most of the algorithm's procedures, such as solution initialization, Pareto-archive maintenance and crossover manipulation, are extraneous to the quantity of the objectives. Only the method of determining the weight vector while using the weighted sum strategy in the mutation operation would need some improvement when processed in three or higher dimensions.
Second, from the application perspective, the proposed approach can be used to solve other MOLA problems with different objective functions. Moreover, the proposed approach could also potentially be used in other multi-objective spatial optimization problems in discrete domains-for example, zoning protected ecological areas or selecting facility locations-because these applications exhibit a high degree of similarity to MOLA in terms of problem modeling, solution representation and spatial search requirements.
Potential Limitations and Challenges
In the mutation strategy, weighted sum, the most commonly-used compromising programming technology, is adopted to evaluate two solutions' dominance, which is efficient in seeking solutions in the convex part of Pareto front, but deficient in the concave region. Actually, the KINS proposed in this paper can be effectively coupled with the other compromising programming technology, such as weighted Tchebycheff distance, to improve its computation performance while exploring the non-convex solutions of Pareto front.
Besides, as analyzed in Section 3.4, the algorithm's computational complexity is the second power of the data scale. As the data scale increases in practical application, the computation time will grow dramatically. Therefore, how to solve a MOLA problem for a large area within a reasonable time is quite challenging.
Contributions
Based on Pareto theory, this paper proposed an improved ABC for MOLA, which aims to provide a set of optimal solutions for decision-makers. For the first time, this paper introduced an improved Pareto-ABC algorithm, an effective method for optimization, to solve MOLA problems and obtain satisfying solutions. ABC-MOLA could be a good way to provide decision-makers with high-quality optimal solutions. Moreover, this paper proposed a strategy that couples auxiliary knowledge of natural geography and spatial structure with the generation of all new solutions, which effectively improved the optimization performance. This strategy can be applied by many other heuristic algorithms to achieve better results. Therefore, the ABC-MOLA algorithm proposed in this paper is a beneficial and useful complement to MOLA optimization.
Conclusions and Future Work
The purpose of this study was to develop ABC as a new method that uses a knowledge-informed neighborhood search strategy to improve the quality of Pareto-optimal solutions for MOLA. Different from ABC for SOLA [33] that obtains only one optimal solution under the condition of a set of predefined weights for different objectives, ABC-MOLA is able to get multiple non-dominated solutions. Similar to the main differences existing between ABC for MOOP and SOOP presented in Section 2.3, in ABC-MOLA, different strategies for guiding the bees' search directions in solution space and for updating solutions both locally and globally have been specifically designed.
To validate the algorithm's effectiveness, we treat the land-use allocation problem as a multi-objective spatial-combination optimization problem based on two-dimensional raster data, in which each land-use type's area is maintained and two commonly-used objective functions, suitability and compactness, are maximized. In a series of comparison experiments, ABC-MOLA shows better optimization ability than other state-of-the-art algorithms and demonstrates good suitability for solving grid-represented land-use allocation problems in large areas.
Notably, the proposed ABC-MOLA is used to solve a land-use allocation problem with only two objectives in this paper. In the future, we plan to make further improvements to ABC-MOLA so it will be able to solve problems with three or more objectives, which are still intractable. Moreover, when solving problems that involve large areas, the calculation time required for ABC-MOLA increases dramatically. Therefore, we plan to further improve ABC-MOLA's computational efficiency for multi-objective land-use allocation.
